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WELCOME

IN THIS ISSUE

By: Pastor Paul R. Mullet
Greetings fellow Israelites and TRUE followers of Yahweh!
Welcome to another issue of your favorite publication The Divine
Truth. It is an honor to once again bring to you the readers a heart felt
issue. We here at Divine Truth Ministries are proud and pleased to announce that we are making some major changes to both The Divine
Truth and Divine Truth Ministries and our website and publications.

Mission Statement
The Divine Truth Ministries new Mission
Statement has been released. Discover the
DIVINE TRUTH within.

As you can see from this issue we are trying a new layout and graphics,
as well as bringing you the reader more sermons and information as it
relates to our Race, Heritage and Culture. We can only hope that the
information contained within these pages are informative to you and will
render you some aide in your studies of the Holy Scriptures.
As many of you are aware the last issue was sent out late, but it has been
sent. There was a lot going on at HQ and it took me away from getting
things out in a timely manner. Also I have not been able to respond to
all of the letters we are getting, so stay calm and if they need a response
than they will get one.
This issue of The Divine Truth is a rather special one as it contains more
information than usual, and is in the new layout that has been created. A

The Divine Truth
The Divine Truth Radio Show has a new
home. We are now being carried by Euro
Folk Radio.
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lot of topics are covered within these pages, and most information will continue into the next issue.
Now most of you are getting a black and white copy, but they
all have color covers. The reason for this is very simple, those
that get the full color edition are paid subscribers, and those that
are getting the black and white copies are getting them for free.
This ministry does not have the funds to print full color issues
for everyone. That is one of the perks to paying a subscription
rate of only $30.00 per year.
Most people will notice a change in the Fundamental Beliefs
and some will not, also the Mission Statement has been changed
to better fulfill the assignment allotted to us by Yahweh our
Heavenly Father. We are going to be (or try anyway) to be more
oriented to the prisoners, as they are unable to get information
from our site and others as well. Both of these are located within this issue. We are not turning our back on the free world
Church members,
nor would we ever
do that. But the importance of getting
our information to
those who are
locked up is vitally
important. They
have the capabilities
to bring forth new
congregation members, and are able to
study and show
themselves approved unto Yahweh GOD!
There are many
things in the works
within the Divine
Truth Ministries
and a small part of
that will be making
available audio CD’s for those within the walls, so they can not
only read the message but hear it. I do need to know from the
prisoners if they can get CD’s sent to them.
Sometimes change is a good thing and sometimes it isn’t, we all
here within this organization’s/church leadership can only pray
that this change is for the better of not only ourselves but those
that truly hunger for the message of Yahweh to HIS people the
true and rightful heirs to the promised land, the true remnant of
the House of Israel.
Stand fast, and study your Holy Scriptures, as our time is at
hand, and Yahweh God, is re-gathering those of HIS TRUE
CHURCH! Our battle has been a long and hard one, but the
reward is worth the sacrifices made! Yahweh Bless and keep
your swords sharp and your mind sharper!
Praise be to Yahweh GOD!

NEW WEBSITE
DTM UNDERGOES CHANGE
This is just to let all persons know that the
divine-truth.org website is undergoing a
massive reconstruction effort to make
information more readily available to you
the TRUE house of Israel!
Be patient as this progress takes shape and
form you will not be disappointed.
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gods. The content is directed only to and for the White Race of our Heavenly Father Yahweh, Jesus The Christ Yahshua and His Sovereign Law
given to us. To the end of conquering for His Victory and Kingdom, the
regathering of the Anglo-Saxon, Germanic, Nordic, Scandinavian Celtic,
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Aryan Nations Under the Law of Yahweh, is this Good News dedicated.

PAUL R. MULLET, Senior Pastor, Chairman, Editor-in
-Chief
BILLY ROPER, MINISTER OF PUBLICATIONS/
PROPAGANDA-EDITOR

According to scripture, all Christians are expected to
tithe. That word, "tithe", means to give 10% of your income
to the Church, to expand God's work and His Kingdom.
Understandably, for some people that 10% number might
inflict a hardship, but for others, they might be able to afford
even more. In general, 10% is the amount listed in the Bible
as a suggested minimum. If you have found a church home
which is a Bible-believing, Christian Identity congregationone which preaches the good news that Whites are the true
Israelites of the Bible, and takes a firm stance against race
mixing and homosexuality and other sins, then you are truly
blessed. We encourage you to make your tithes to them.
However, If you haven't found a physical church which tells
the full Gospel; without fear, reservation, or watering down,
then we invite you to worship with us through our The Divine Truth radio program, and become a part of our congregation, a part of the Divine Truth Ministries. We pray that
you will partner with us in our mission field of seeking, finding, and educating the true lost sheep of the House of Israel.
Our outreach requires constantly and repetitively putting the
Word of God out to His people. Obviously, that isn't without expense.
2 Corinthians 9:7;

“Every man according as he purposeth in his heart, so let
him give; not grudgingly, or of necessity: for God loveth a
cheerful giver.”
The average costs to reach one White person with God's
word is just $2.00 per issue of The Divine Truth newsletter,
to print and mail. That means that each of you can join us in
reaching five other White persons through a contribution of
just ten dollars. A donation of only twenty dollars can help
us reach ten new lost Israelites. Imagine how many of our
brothers and sisters could be educated about their Identity
with your continuing tithe of 10% of your income to The
Divine Truth? Won't you partner with us today, and help us
to gather the flock? Thank you for your tithes. Any tithes
payed via money or check please make payable to Paul Mullet as the bank has closed our account due to “Being a PROWHITE CHURCH”.
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FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS
We Believe by Pastor Paul R. Mullet
Divine Truth Ministries proclaims and attests that the Holy
Scriptures (Holy Bible) is its only creed, and holds certain
fundamental beliefs to be the true teaching of the Holy
Scriptures. These core fundamental beliefs, as set forth herein, constitute the church's full understanding and expression
of the teaching of the Holy Scripture. Revision of these
statements may be expected when the church is led by the
Holy Spirit to a deeper, more comprehensive revelation of
Biblical Divine Truth, or finds better terminology with
which to fully express the teachings of God's Holy Word to
its congregation.

(Deuteronomy 7:6; Deuteronomy 28:10) of this lost and dying world. Only this race fulfills every detail of Biblical
prophecy concerning Israel and continues in these latter
days to be the ONLY heirs and possessors of the covenants,
prophecies, promises and blessings YHVH made to Israel.
This chosen seedline, making up the "Christian Nations" (Genesis 35:11; Isaiah 62:2; Acts 11:26) of the Earth
stands far superior to all other peoples in their call as God's
servant race (Isaiah 41:8; Luke 1:54). Only these descendants
of the 12 tribes of Israel scattered abroad (James 1:1; Deuteronomy 4:27; Jeremiah 31:10; John 11:52) have carried
We believe in YHVH, or Jehovah, our Father, that He is the God's Word, the Bible, throughout the world (Genesis
28:14; Isaiah 43:10-12), have used His laws in the establishone and only true God and besides Him, there is no other
ment of their civil governments, and are the "Christians"
God (Isaiah 44:6). He created all things (Revelation 10:6).
He is omnipotent, omnipresent, unchangeable, unchanging opposed by the Satanic anti-Christ forces of this world who
do not recognize the true and living God (John 5:23, 8:19,
and all-knowing (1 Chronicles 28:9; Psalm 102:12; Psalm
139:7-9; Ephesians 4:6, Malachi 3:6; Hebrews 13:8). We be- 16:2-3).
lieve that Yahshua (Jesus Christ), God incarnate (Matthew
We believe sin is the transgression of God's law (1 John 3:4)
1:23), became man in order to redeem His people, True Is- and that all have sinned (Romans 3:23). Only through the
rael (Luke 1:68). He died as the Passover Lamb of God on spiritual knowledge of God's law as given in His commandthe Cross of Calvary finishing His perfect atoning sacrifice ments, statutes and judgments, can we define and know
for the remission of our sins (Matthew 26:28); He arose
what sin is. We are to keep and teach the laws of God
from the grave on the third day (1 Corinthians 15:4) in tri(Matthew 5:17-19) on both a personal and national basis.
umph over death.
We believe that salvation is by grace through faith, not of
We believe the entire Holy Bible, both Old and New Testaments, as originally inspired, to be the inerrant, supreme,
revealed Word of God. The history, covenants and prophecies of this Holy Book were written for and about a specific,
elect family of people who are the children of YHVH (Luke
3:38; Psalm 82:6) through the seedline of Adam (Genesis
5:1). All scripture is written as a doctrinal standard for our
exhortation, admonition, correction, instruction and example; the whole counsel to be believed, taught and followed
(2 Timothy 3:16).

works (Ephesians 2:8-9). We understand however, that faith
alone without works is dead (James 2:26). Eternal life is the
gift of God through the redemption that is in our Savior
Yahshua the Christ, known as “Jesus” (Romans 6:23) who
will reward every man according to his works (Revelation
22:12). We believe that all who truly repent of their sins in
full surrender and willing obedience to God, and who by
faith accept Yahshua the Christ as their personal savior,
have their sins forgiven by an act of divine grace (Romans
3:21-26; Acts 3:19, Ephesians 1:7). Such individuals are justiWe believe that the White, Anglo-Saxon, Germanic and kin- fied, pardoned from the penalty of sin, and receive the gift
of the Holy Spirit again (Acts 2:38; Romans 5:5), which literdred peoples are the direct descendants of the Adamic man
ally abides within them (John 14:16-17) and supplies the Dimade in the image of YHVH (Genesis 1:27), and were
vine Truth and love that alone can fulfill the law and proplaced here to be the light bearers and supreme ruling race
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duce righteousness. They are baptized by the Spirit into
the body of Christ, which is the true one and only Church
of God (1 Corinthians 12:12-13). We believe in a true
change in life and attitude as evidence of the Spirit's work
in one's life (Matthew 7:16).
We believe that the New Covenant was made with the
Children of True Israel, who are the same people the Old
Covenant was made with (Jeremiah 31:31-33; Hebrews 8:8
-10) in fulfillment of the mercy promised to our forefathers (Luke 1:72). We believe the law, minus the ordinances which Christ nailed to His cross (Ephesians 2:15), to
still be in effect until heaven and earth pass away
(Matthew 5:17-20; Revelation 21:1).
We believe in water baptism by immersion according to
the Scriptures for all true believers; being buried into the
death of Yahshua the Christ (Jesus) for the remission of
our sins and in the likeness of His resurrection being
raised up into the newness of life (Romans 6:3-6). Baptism
being ordained of and by God as a testimony to the New
Covenant as circumcision was under the Old Covenant
(Colossians 2:11-13).
We believe that communion is the partaking of the bread
and cup in accordance with our Savior's command to be
done in remembrance of Him (1 Corinthians 11:23-26).
We believe that all worldly problems result from our physical, and spiritual disobedience to divine law (Isaiah 1:4-6).
We believe that if there is to be change in our nations for
our betterment, that we must come together as one cohesive body of Yahshua the Christ, Jesus, remove the wicked
from our midst, turn from our wicked ways and truly
humble ourselves before YHVH, God almighty (2 Chronicles 7:14).
We believe in the literal return to this earth of Yahshua
the Christ, Jesus, in like manner as He departed (Acts
1:11), to take the throne of David (Isaiah 9:7; Luke 1:32)
and establish His kingdom (Daniel 2:44; Luke 1:33; Revelation 11:15). Every knee shall bow and every tongue shall
confess that He is the only true King of kings and Lord of
lords (Philippians 2:10-11; 1 Timothy 6:14-15).
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A MESSAGE FROM THE HEART
By: Pastor Paul R. Mullet
The very essence of true Christianity and the Spirit of Jesus
the Christ, called Yahshua, is to have a complete and full
understanding that we as a Nation, Race, and People are
indeed shaped and created by God, and that He created or
crafted us with a unique combination of physical, and
“Mentality of Separation”, or spiritual, characteristics that
have set us apart from other nations and races not only here
in America, but in Europe and other countries as well.

guidelines or principles engraved on the Georgia
Guidestones in eight different languages, one language on
each face of the four large upright stones. Moving clockwise
around the structure from due north, these languages are:
English, Spanish, Swahili, Sanskrit, Hebrew, Arabic, Chinese, and Russian.

You see, this world is so arranged that there is obvious competition and rivalry between the different nations
and races. The land of the world is limited (even if the Talmudic venomous viper jews want and sometimes do make
you think that it is not), the natural wealth and resources of
this planet are also limited, and the number of people that
the land and these resources can support is severely constrained by this reality, a fact that once again the venomous
viper jews refuse to tell you in their “love your neighbor”
speech from the jewdeo-Christian pulpits. But, rather than
encouraging God’s ordained competition between the races
for limited land and resources, some elites want to treat all
of humanity like cattle, or in their word, “goyim”, under
their control, and cull the herd to their liking. Many don’t
know that “population control” is a tool used by our enemies to gain control of the population. The environmentalist wackos love it, as it’s much like the United Nationssponsored “Agenda 21” radical totalitarianism written about
by half-right kosher conservative Glenn Beck in his books
on the subject. Still, many patriots are unaware of this diabolical agenda. But yet, it’s a fact that is in plain sight if you
will just look for it, right here in America, for you to visit
right in the open.

2) Guide reproduction wisely — improving fitness and
diversity.

They’ve set their agenda in stone. Theirs is an alarmist
creed, used as an excuse for totalitarian, anti-Christ control,
written on a monument. It is called the “Georgia
Guidestones” located in Elbert County, Georgia and was
erected in 1980. It’s a message consisting of a set of ten

1) Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.

3)

Unite humanity with a living new language.

4) Rule passion — faith — tradition — and all things with
tempered reason.
5) Protect people and nations with fair laws and just
courts.
6) Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes
in a world court.
7)

Avoid petty laws and useless officials.

8)

Balance personal rights with social duties.

9) Prize truth — beauty — love — seeking harmony with
the infinite.
10) Be not a cancer on the earth — Leave room for nature
— Leave room for nature.
On their surface, some of those ten guidelines might
not sound so horrible. We, too, love nature. We, more than
they, even, prize truth and beauty and love. But the Orwellian, one world government dictatorship envisioned and implied in these guidestones should be an abomination to all
God-fearing Christians. Imagine, a New World Order limiting the human population and enforcing diversity in it, limiting personal rights, and exercising complete control over
our lives, for their own social engineering experiments, forever. In the pro-White novel “Patriot Act” by Doug Hanks,
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an author who sometimes appears as a guest on Euro Folk
Radio programs, the destruction of those demonic-inspired
Georgia Guidestones kicked off the beginning of new
American revolution, one where the good guys win. And he
knows, just as I know and you know, that freedom is a gift
given to us by our God. That, my brothers and sisters in
Jesus the Christ, is the very reason why since the earliest of
times, communities have been set up, and formed their own
infrastructure, and worked within their own system. They
used their own Nation, Race, and People to grow their own
food, gather their own food, hunt their own food, and build
their own buildings in their own styles. They developed different cultures based on what their own people needed and
wanted and what was natural to them. That’s especially true
for our people, who have always been the most creative and
inventive, as well as the most independent and freedomloving. They realized the importance of their Nation, their
Race, and the special relationship with God that they had,
and its importance. We the White Adamic-Kind realized
that we were God’s people, His chosen people, the shepherds of the Earth, the tenders of the flocks, the watchmen
of the Body Politic. We were the ones that are the builders
of cities, the creators of vast civilizations, who would one
day be rulers of the world, and those that are non-AdamicKind.
Only a nation and race with the right combination
of skills, abilities and the true Spirit of God have the ability
to make a success of life, and we will flourish if we maintain
our faith and love of and with God, and those nations and
races who are unskilled, ungifted, uneducated, and not
blessed by Him, will in time fail. From the peak of their raging to the ash-heap of History, they will rise and fall, only to
perish and disappear from the Earth if left to do so, as they
should be. But, we find the jews behind the curtains pulling
at the hearts of the “white Christians”, asking for handouts
to save the souls of their fellow man……. Well, I hate to
break it to you my friends but they are not my fellow man
and they sure as God as my witness are NOT YOUR FELLOW MAN!
Tragically, for the last 60+ years we have been in the
death grip of the fanatical internationalist liberals, (let us call
them what they really are: the venomous blood sucking viper Talmudic life sucking satan worshiping jews) who want
to save the world by making the White race pay…when they

are in fact the most racist creatures on the face of the Earth,
and are creating a prison for themselves, sealing their own
doom as prophesied in Revelations 2:9 and 3:9, having no
regard for anything or anyone that is not a Satan worshiping
snake, their father, the whispering serpent of the garden, the
fallen one, Lucifer. They refuse to acknowledge what they
know, that a competition for the essentials of life between
different groups of nations and races and cultures will never
be eliminated, nor should it ever be, as God ordained at the
confusion he wrought at the Tower of Babel, and earlier,
when He decreed that he established the divisions and
boundaries of the Earth. All too many over-compassionate
White liberals fall for the Unitarian rubbish. They cling to
the belief that certain secular bodies, such as the United Nations, can find “permanent” solutions to the problems of
food production, land ownership, and access to vital resources which will satisfy everybody, instead of realizing and
accepting the fact that a struggle for these and other necessities will only intensify as the world population increases and
these racial groups will be forced to give priority to the
needs of their own people, regardless of the effect it may
have on others. If there's only enough food and resources
available for twenty people, you cannot divide it up to feed
twenty thousand. Science and math are racist, that way.
Since the mind 1900’s, the world population has
doubled and is still growing at a net growth of approximately one hundred million, each year. Such astronomical growth
is truly unsustainable. It is obviously a hidden agenda that
the jews have to limit the conflicts as much as possible (just
as they limit entrance to a stolen land they claim is theirs),
but this can only be achieved if these facts and the realities
of the situations are hidden and forced to be fully accepted
by the White race through Jewish media propaganda. To
behave otherwise, or have the truth exposed, would create
chaos and unrest on an unprecedented scale, such as this
world has never imagined. (But folks, is that not exactly
what is happening today?) Our people, our racial kindred,
are force-fed or given unrealistic expectations and will have
exposed themselves collectively to dangerous and most certainly unnecessary exploitation if we continue to delude or
place blinders upon ourselves, blinded into believing that
these essential “international (Talmudic shamanistic viper
jewish run) bodies” can and will eliminate conflict and truly
solve all of this world’s problems. It is up to US as a nation
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and race of White Adamic-kind men and women to educate
each other to the DIVINE TRUTHS hidden by these Talmudic fork tonged vipers and their legions of satanistic followers (the modern preachers, pastors, and laymen) who are
only focused on allowing us to sit by while we die a slow
death generated by our own uneducated ignorance, and they
profit by muddying their churches with every hue and creed
they drag in and wave an offering plate in front of.

it without making it clean once again. You must first purify
the water to make it drinkable. You too must purify your
mind with the word of God and make yourself clean. I challenge everyone to take a few hours a day to read your Bibles
and learn the word within those wonderful pages, and learn
the history of YOUR HERITAGE AND YOUR PEOPLE
and NATION. Truly dedicate those few hours each day to
learning the Holy Bible and its message to YOU, God’s chosen people, His nation and race, and then you will have a
Failure to educate ourselves and most importantly
better understanding of who you are and what role you play
educate our children, means the death of our nation and
in this body politic. Take the time and effort to educate
race. Failure to educate ourselves in the Holy Scriptures is
the cause of our problems. We are running out of time…… yourself and your family (if you have one) and others in the
The end of the White nation and race would be but a mea- Spirit of Jesus the Christ, Yahshua. Attend a summit or conger 14-20 years from now 2016, without God’s divine inter- ference this summer or in the future that is based on the
Holy Bible and its teachings. Join a Christian Identity
vention, through us, His
Church like Divine Truth
chosen, acting as His inMinistries that is centered
struments. Without His
in teaching the TRUE
grace and deliverance,
MESSAGE OF JESUS
guaranteed by His coveTHE CHRIST and what it
nant with us, the death of
means to be a TRUE
GOD’S RACE IS AT
CHRISTIAN! Put togethHAND! Absent his merer a local food drive for a
cy, THE BIRTH OF
local White family that is
THE PLANET OF THE
in need. They do not need
APES IS NEAR! If we
to know that the food has
don’t turn to God and
come from a racial aware
stand like men, knowing
group of people, but it will
that He is our Covenant
lay the foundation that is
lord and His son Jesus is
needed for you to have a
our kinsman redeemer, the
future conversation with
time may be too late to do
something, but I ask each and every one of you, to do some- that family, and bring them into awareness of our struggle
thing to help secure what is true and righteous by God, for and their true racial identity.
HIS NATION and RACE. Be in prayer, educate and arm
If you truly love your Nation, Race, and Ethnos, and
yourself with scripture, and not just take each day and waste genuinely want to be a part of something great and better
it away by watching T.V. or in some other selfish desire or
than yourself, you will have no issue with dedicating just a
wants that you have such as parties with friends, or anything few hours a day. What else do you have to lose? You probathat isn’t remotely important or related to the movement
ble spend twice as much time watching T.V. and drinking
and cause of White Racialist Pride and Power. God will help beer (if you drink). Or why not make a financial contribuus, but He expects us to help ourselves, too.
tion to a religious organization that is doing something for
God, and our nation and race? Or is the purchase of beer,
A movement without any form of actual physical
cigarettes, DVD’s, or some other “luxury” more important
movement is nothing more than a stagnant body, like a
than seeing the future of our, of your Nation and Race,
small body of water that lays dormant and fills with waste
and collects parasites and becomes deadly if you drink from saved? Do you want to be a part of something or do you
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want to sit on the sidelines and say “well I don’t really need acknowledge Him and are truly prepared to accept the
to do anything now”? Eventually you will not be able to say daunting task that He has for us. We must with all our
that, and when that time comes, it will be too late for YOU! strength defend our race against the abomination of the corrupt Talmudic jewish internationalism and speak out against
The time is NOW! Rise up and be a real part of
its corrupt mongrelized system, that is 100% Hell- bent on
something, be part of this great and powerful faith-based
the total annihilation of God’s chosen race. We must speak
movement, or live life knowing that you sat by and did
NOTHING to advance the existence of your people other out against the miscegenation that has been brought to the
forefront of this nation, by these vipers of Satan, we must
than make “claims” that you “believed” in something, and
speak out against the corrupt government that no longer has
you “claimed” to be a part of something.
the best interests of the people who founded it in mind. We
So what is it going to be? I’ve made my choice! That must speak out against the jewdeo-Christian churches that
is why I have said what I have today, that is why I have tak- permit the abominations within their congregations such as
en that time out of my day to speak these words to you and homosexuals, bisexualism, transgenderism, and other abomupon your heart. That is why I spend my time daily writing inations. They are attempting to destroy and dilute our dissermons, reading my Holy Bible, answering many letters,
tinctive Racial, Christian Identity. We will not let them.
answering many phone calls. I have answered that CALL; I
Our Identity was given to us, not to be disregarded,
have placed myself upon the watch tower of the gates to the
city! This is not a game, there is no reset button, there is no or thrown to the ground and walked all over like a piece of
mulligan. It is very real and the choice is very real. It is one trash, like it has no importance. Remember this, Your Identhat must be made now, one that must be made without res- tity, is what defines you, and embracing that identity makes
you a stronger person spiritually and emotionally. Embracervations, one that must be made without fear, one that
ing your Identity will shine like a light within you, it will help
must be made knowing that the enemy will persecute and
guide you on your life's journey. (That light within you is
slander you without reservations, for they have no mercy.
Yahweh our heavenly father working within you.) Don’t
But you must know and accept that God is on YOUR
miss out on accepting your destiny and accepting your RaSIDE, he will protect you from all harm, if you are a true
cial Christian Identity due to the tricks and treats of the Talsoldier and member of HIS FAMILY!
mudic Jews, because they know full well the importance of
Let me be very clear with you, brothers and sisters, what happens to them if you became aware of your true rawhat I believe in is, Racial Pride, Racial Honor, Racial Dig- cial Identity, A White Aryan race that was created in God’s
nity, Racial Purity, Racial Advancement, Racial Security, Ra- image and blessed from the beginning, created for one purcial Common Sense, and a Racial GOD! Being proud of
pose!
one’s race and its achievements does not mean that one
God Bless you all and may His light shine upon each
hates another’s race, it just means that they believe that their
race has more to offer, and that they are proud of who and and every one of HIS RACE!
what they are. That’s something that we as a race seem to
have forgotten, or are being forced by the jews to forget, but
it is time that we remember. Remember who you are. The
sons and daughters of God.
Racial consciousness is at the very heart and soul of
our being a solid race of GOD’s Adamic-kind people and
He gives us meaning and purpose to our entire God-given
existence. Only with God within each of us as being His
chosen can we continue with the struggle to promote the
welfare and most importantly the survival of our race, the
White Adamic-kind, but only if we openly accept Him and
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BRILLIANTLY STUPID
By: Billy Roper
(Trump and the 2016 election) 2016 Election Campaign
Analysis
I have a confession to make. When I was an undergrad, I
was in College Republicans. I even sunk so low as to work
on Mike Huckabee’s first failed Senatorial campaign, in
1992. Ah, youthful hope and enthusiasm. You see, back
then I was still naively optimistic about the potential of saving America from breakup, through, gasp, Conservatism.
Blame it on Ronald Reagan, who shook my hand when I
was twelve and put silly thoughts in my head. Thoughts like
“Constitution” and “Freedom”. Don’t worry, I feel a lot
better, now. I know that the breakup is inevitable, and so I
can more calmly sit back and enjoy the show.
Most Americans are “low information” voters. If you didn’t
already know that, then congratulations, you’re one of them.
They aren’t political news junkies or policy wonks. And no,
Marxist “pyramid building” social engineering theory aside,
it isn’t because they’re too busy trying to work and pay bills,
strictly speaking, that keeps them uninformed, though that
doesn’t help. It’s just their nature, the nature of most people, in fact. There have always been more followers than
leaders, more consumers than producers, and more people
who simply wish to abdicate the difficult responsibility of
making the hard decisions in life to someone else, than
those willing to stand on the front lines, and make them.
I’m not talking about politicians here, corrupted demagogues who wet a finger and hold it up to see which way the
wind is blowing, or rely on the modern equivalent, focus
groups and polls, to determine their position on any given
issue, until they rise high enough in office to gain the attention of a special interest political action committee or three
who buys their souls. For some of them that comes sooner
than others. I’m talking about true statesmen, genuine patriots, those who sometimes find themselves standing astride
the train rails of history saying “Stop!” to the onrushing lo-

comotive of mediocrity and those pandering to the lowest
common denominator. Because, let me tell you, that pandering is underrated.
Wait, what?
Come on, smart people. How many times have you made a
brilliant analysis and shared it, only to be met with blank
stares, broken only when somebody tells a fart joke. You
know it.
That’s right. As we stagger closer towards either the dumbed
-down scenario envisioned in the movie “Idiocracy”, a multicultural Orwellian “1984” totalitarianism, or racial civil war
and balkanization, the overwhelming majority of those
sheep lined up at the ballot box don’t want specifics. They
don’t care to hear the nuts and bolts of a policy plan. Details
make their eyes glaze over. Even those who vote to pass
them can’t be bothered to read bills before they become
laws, anymore, much less budgets or God forbid, committee
reports. Despite the smirky self-righteousness of the controlled media talking heads whining about Donald Trump’s
lack of specifics, his genius lies precisely in his vagueness.
Broad, far-reaching hyperbole inspires people. It motivates
them, emotionally. There aren’t enough intellectuals, or even
literati, left to win an election, on either side. So, the Republican nominee has taken a page from what traditionally had
been the Democratic playbook. Instead of attempting to
appeal to the mainstream, average voter on a rational and
logical level that makes them feel inferior and resentful, he
plays to what they really want. Reality TV. Shock and awe.
Brazenness. Bling and Glam. And, it works.
You didn’t really think that somebody who’s been successful
in business and self-promotion could really be as much of a
buffoon as he appears to be, did you? Really? No, it’s an act,
and a clever one, at that. The controlled media can’t call him
on it without coming off as being contemptuous of the
American people (which of course they are, and perhaps
justifiably so, considering our collective gullibility for the lies
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they tell us), or without revealing Hillary to be equally cynical.
Now, don’t get me wrong, the Democrats also continue to
use pure, unadulterated emotionalism and drama in their
electoral appeals, but they’re past masters at it, dealing as
they do traditionally with an elite of liberal intelligentsia academic types who give a wink to the glad-handing and tearjerking histrionics so they can keep the minority voting
blocks which make up their collective constituency herded
together. For them, it’s as easy as promising more free stuff,
without accountability or responsibility. And, it works, too.
But the populist device of presenting oneself as both an outsider and a successful celebrity, as a billionaire and a man of
the people, as all things to all people, at one time or another,
is predicated by one thing, for Donald Trump: his ability
and willingness to eschew political correctness and party
loyalty in order to, as George Wallace said, “put the feed
down there where the chickens can get at it.”
He says things that are rude and offensive to liberals, the
kind of things that most people say in their head. They just
wanted to hear someone else verbalize it, to validate their
own genuine but long ignored and maligned instincts.
They’ve been afraid to say how they feel for so long, afraid
of being called a racist or whatever, that they’re overjoyed to
be able to cheer “What he said!”. That’s the essence of his
campaign. Will it be enough to overcome the other half of
the population’s remaining fear of condemnation for being
politically incorrect, even in a voting booth? Does it even
matter, if the fix is already in? Pass the popcorn, or the pan.
Time for some circenses.
The vast majority of Americans love their nation because of
what it was, what it was supposed to be, even if they’re a bit
vague on all that, kind of like the second verse of the national anthem. Few love their government, these days. Most hate
or fear it. Most fear, almost equally, that things aren’t going
to be held together forever. Some want to stay loyal to the
establishment, some want to knock it all over, most don’t
want to fight. That’s understandable, once again, 1770-ish.
Does Trump believe the things he says? Of course not.
Does Hillary, in her withered up heart, support the causes
she espouses? Not at all. Both are insincere, corrupt egomaniacs. And those are their good qualities. They represent,
tweedledum and tweedledumber, two flip sides of the same
coin, each acting as the other’s loyal opposition, and providing deck music as the iceberg gets closer.

Don’t underestimate either of them. Hillary is shrewd and
calculating and opportunistic, and so is the Donald. His act
is pretty transparent to all but those it’s designed to enrapture, just as hers is. The problem is, a couple centuries too
long without natural selection’s thinning the herd have left
the majority too stupid to be allowed to reproduce, but still
outbreeding the rest of us, and too stupid to govern themselves, but still outvoting the rest of us. Full speed ahead.
Listen, we’re long past the point when voting could change
anything in America. If it could still make a difference, they
would already have made it illegal, trust me. And, we’re at
that awkward phase when it’s a bit too early to just start
shooting the bastards, yet. Say, yeah, 1770-ish. We cannot
petition the government for a redress of grievances. Our
salvation won’t be found in the ballot box. But I, like many
other Americans who ARE political junkies, love to watch
the gladiatorial games just as much as the next Roman citizen. And besides, the music on the promenade of the Titanic still sounds sweet enough to tap your toes to, even while
Trump and Hillary argue over who gets to sit in the wheelhouse.
Notice that I’m not singling out black people or brown people or red people or yellow people or hook-nosed people for
my contempt: there are far too many low IQ, lumpenvolk
Whites out there who should check the box for voluntary
sterilization, too. Many of them are the ones cheering the
loudest. It’s okay if you want to cheer along with them, or
for the other side, with Hillary, if that’s your preference.
Like I said, and to quote her, “What does it really matter,
anymore?” Just don’t let yourself get too distracted from
where the lifeboats are. I’ve heard rumors that there aren’t
enough of them to go around.
To paraphrase Nietzsche, What cannot float must sink, and
to what is sinking, we should still say, "paddle faster!"
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Divine Truth Ministries: Mission Statement
Our Lord and Master Jesus Christ instructed us in Matthew 10:6 and through his personal example in Matthew
15:24 to seek out the lost sheep of the House of Israel. As Christian Identists, we believe that is a mandate to reach out to
those Whites, persons of European ancestry who are the descendants of the Biblical Israelites, who are not yet aware of
their identity, and who need spiritual nourishment.

Further in the same book of Matthew, in Chapter 18, Jesus continues the allegory of a Shepherd tending his flock by saying that if a good Shepherd has a flock of one hundred sheep, and one goes missing, he will leave the ninety-nine to go
and seek the one lost lamb. With that in mind, Divine Truth Ministries is announcing a new mission focus, beginning immediately.
As many of our friends and supporters are aware, the internet is full of Christian Identity online churches, congregations, blogs, and websites. Some of them we share most or all of their core doctrinal underpinnings with, and others we
might have denominational disagreements with, but most of them are doing God’s work, in their own way, to reach many
of His people who are reachable through the internet and social media.
With that in mind, Divine Truth Ministries intends to seek out those lost sheep of the House of Israel who, whether purposefully or against their own will, do not have internet access. There are tens of thousands of Christian Identists
across the country who choose not to participate in the online world, and receive their religious and political information
through the postal mail. We will be building a network with and through them, as many of them as we can reach. And perhaps equally importantly, Divine Truth Ministries is undertaking a new mission field of prison ministry to the hundreds of
incarcerated White men and women who already profess knowledge of and faith in Christian Identity, as well as the thousands more who can be reached
behind the wire in the future, as
our work on behalf of God’s
kingdom continues to grow,
with your help.

We invite you to continue to partner with us in these
expanded missions through
your prayers, your love offerings, and your aid in helping us
to reach those who may not
have the access to read these
words first-hand. Together, we
can gather the flock.

God bless you,
The staff at Divine Truth Ministries
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Facial reconstruction made of Bronze Age
woman 'Ava'

ing the enamel of the teeth and the width of the mouth
from the position of the teeth."
Mr Morrison created the reconstruction by rebuilding the
layers of muscle and tissue over the face.
He drew on a large database of high resolution images of
faces to recreate the facial features.
The individual features were then adjusted to fit with the
anatomy of the skull based on the underlying facial muscles.
The features were then "morphed together", using computer
software to create the reconstructed face.

A facial reconstruction has been made of a young woman
who died more than 3,700 years ago.

The woman's bones, including a skull and teeth, were discovered at Achavanich in Caithness in 1987.
Known as "Ava", an abbreviation of Achavanich, she is the
subject of a long-term research project managed by archaeologist Maya Hoole.

Mr Morrison said: "Normally, when working on a live, unidentified person's case not so much detail would be given to
skin tone, eye or hair colour and hair style as none of these
elements can be determined from the anatomy of the skull.
This is the location of the remains

Forensic artist Hew Morrison, a graduate of the University
of Dundee, created the reconstruction.
Ava's remains, along with other artefacts found with her, are
held in the care of Caithness Horizons museum in Thurso.
Unusually, the Bronze Age woman was buried in a pit dug
into solid rock and her skull is an abnormal shape which
some suggest was the result of deliberate binding.

"So, creating a facial reconstruction based on archaeological
remains is somewhat different in that a greater amount of
artistic license can be allowed."

It is believed Ava was part of a much wider European group He added: "I have really appreciated the chance to recreate
known as the Beaker people.
the face of someone from ancient Britain.
Short and round skull shapes were common amongst this
"Being able to look at the faces of individuals from the past
group, but Ms Hoole said the Achavanich specimen is exag- can give us a great opportunity to identify with our own angerated and of an abnormal, uneven shape.
cient ancestors."
Mr Morrison, a graduate of Dundee's Forensic Art MSc pro- Ms Hoole said: "When I started this project I had no idea
gramme, specialises in creating facial reconstructions.
what path it would take, but I have been approached by so
many enthusiastic and talented individuals - like Hew - who
He used an anthropological formula to calculate the shape
are making the research a reality.
of Ava's missing lower jaw, and also the depth of her skin.
Mr Morrison also used a chart of modern average tissue
depths for reference.
A specialist examination at the time of the discovery in the
1980s suggested that the skeletal remains were that of a
young Caucasian woman aged 18-22.

He said: "The size of the lips can be determined by measur-

"I'm very grateful to everyone who has invested in the project and I hope we can continue to reveal more about her
life."
YEP SHE IS WHITE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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WHY HAVE THE JEWS NOT BEEN
ABLE TO FULFILL THE PROPHECIES GIVEN TO ISRAEL?
By: Pastor Paul R. Mullet
Today we know that the jews claim to be the House of Israel, but instead of believing what man has to say, let us study
what God says. We know that Jesus the Messiah (Jesus
Christ) in the revelation to the apostle John says that the
people who claim to be jews are actually liars and are the
Synagogue of Satan. (Rev. 2:9 & 3:9) Truth will always expose a lie, and the word of God is DIVINE TRUTH. (John
17:17) God always makes a distinction between the jews and
the House of Israel, His Chosen People. The Holy Bible
says that Israel would: (a) be a GREAT nation (Gen.12:2;
18:18 & 46:3), not a little country which would be dependent upon other nations for aid. (b) Have a VAST population
(Gen. 28:14; 49:22-26; & Num. 23:10) not a minority race.
(c) Colonize and inhabit even the desolate (wilderness) places. (Isa. 54:3 & Ezk. 38:12). (d) Have a NEW land (II Sam.
54:3 & I Chron.17:9), not Palestine because they were already dwelling there when this future prophecy was given.
(e) Be SECURE in this new land (II Sam. 7:10), not true of
jews in Palestine. (f) Be a land of unwalled villages (Ezk.
38:11), this also is not true of the cities in Palestine which
have walls and barbed wire fences. (g) Be regathered (totally)
into this land (Ezk. 34:13). (h) Be regathered from the heathen (non-Christian) nations (Ezk. 36:24), this does not apply to the jews since they are not Christians. (i) Have a
NEW name (Isa. 62:2 & 65:15), they would be named after Jesus the Messiah- Christians (Deut. 28:10). (j) Have a NEW
language (Isa. 28:11 & Zeph. 3:9). (k) Lose trace of lineage
and identity (Hosea 2:6; 1:10 & 2:17). (l) Have a NEW religion (Jer. 31:33-34 & Heb. 8:13). (m) Have a NEW covenant (Jer. 31:31 & Heb. 8:8).

According to Dr. Scofield’s note on Romans 11:26, we
know that Israel has a God given mission which the jews
have not fulfilled, simply because they are not the nation of
Israel! Dr. Scofield says that Israel’s duty was: 1) “to witness
to the UNITY of God in the midst of universal idolatry.”
What nation has been the worldwide witness to the UNITY
of God the Father, the SON and the Holy Spirit? 2) “To
illustrate to the nations the blessedness of serving the true
God.” What nation has shown all others the blessings which
will come from God when serving Him? What nation is
known as Christian and the land of blessings? 3) “To receive, preserve and transmit the scriptures.” What nation
today has accepted God’s Word, and has kept publishing it,
and has sent it to all parts of the world? Have the jews ever
translated the Holy Bible into modern foreign languages and
sent out all the missionaries with the Holy Bible? 4) And “to
be the human channel of the Messiah.” What nations sing
“Make Me a Channel of Blessing Today?” What nation is
the channel that Jesus the Messiah is using today to reach
and to bless the entire world?
Now you should be able to see more clearly what Jesus
meant when He told the jews, “Therefore say I unto you
(jews), the Kingdom of God shall be taken from you, and
given to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof.” (Matt.
21:43) What nation or groups of people are still bringing
forth the fruits of God’s Kingdom?
“Therefore every scribe which is instructed unto the kingdom of heaven is like unto a man that is an householder,
which bringeth forth out of his treasure things new and
old.” (Matt. 13:52 If you are not instructed in the things of
the kingdom, then you have no treasure which is wisdom
and knowledge (Col. 2:3) of things in the New or the Old
Testament.
BELIEVE ONLY IN THE HOLY BIBLE!
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THE SECOND AMENDMENT
By: Billy Roper
In our modern Idiocrasy, many people, as well as
not a few citizens, have been indoctrinated to believe that
the Bill of Rights states what citizens of the United States
CAN do, when in reality, those first ten amendments are
designed to state what the government CANNOT do.
Those persons who met the initial qualifications of U.S. citizenship were stated to have been endowed by their Creator
with Natural Rights, which the government could not, legitimately, circumvent. In contrast,
those who did not, but do now
that that definition of citizenship
has been changed, are said to
have been endowed by the Federal government with Civil Rights,
and what the government giveth,
the government may take away.
Note the difference.

National Guard, or the Mormon Tabernacle Choir, is moot.
It's not the first clause that matters, with it's reason, it's the
second, with it's conclusion.
Regardless of how one defines the word militia, even
liberals, so far, have not sought to redefine the word
"people", quite yet; well....they have when it comes to citizenship and voting, but not to the second amendment. Let's
hurry up and finish the conversation before they get around to it,
shall we? Let me summarize: regardless of the definition of the
word "militia" in the first clause,
the conclusion of the statement in
the Second Amendment is that an
individual right is being discussed,
not a collective one.

Now, the first ten amendments to the Constitution, which were such an integral part
of the finally agreed-upon package deal of compromise
(when the Federalists hijacked, remember, what was supposed to have just been a fine-tuning of the Articles of Confederation) that ratification would certainly never have happened, absent them. And, the linchpin of the Bill of Rights,
that which secures the rest, is the Second Amendment. It
defends the rest, or rather, makes their defense possible.

What KIND of right, to
what kind of "arms"? Well, the second amendment wasn't
written about the right to hunt, or target practice, or even
the right to carry a concealed pistol for home defense or self
-defense. It was referring specifically to military grade weaponry. When the British redcoats marched on Lexington in
April of 1775, their purpose was to seize military grade weaponry from the people. The Founders aimed to make sure
that never happened again, or that if it did, that the people
would be able to resist such tyranny.

The first part of the statement describes the "cause",
or reason, for the right to not be interfered with: "A well
regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free
state". The second half explains the effect, or the outcome,
justified by the first, that is, "the right of the people, to keep
and bear arms,, shall not be infringed."

Again, compare the first clause to the second, cause
and effect. Whether you think the "militia" is what is to be
armed, or you think that the "militia" is the reason to be
armed, a "militia" doesn't concern itself with hunting rifles
and pocket pistols, does it?

Therefore, all of the debate between defenders of
the Constitution and hoplophobes about whether or not the
term "militia" means all of the people, or the army, or the

"Assault rifles" are exactly what the founders intended citizens to have, so long as the government did, as well.
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Throughout the world, Aryan Christianity, Aryan morality,
Aryan decency and the Aryan family structure is under
attack. But Yahweh promised His people (the Aryan Race)
that “IF” they will turn from their wicked ways and pray,
He would save them. II Chronicles 7:14 starts with an
“IF” which is a conditional word, and mighty big for being such a small word. The help for His people was surely
promised but because we live in the end times today as a
nation we can no longer be saved but only as individuals
can we still turn back to Yahweh’s ways, like it was when
this great country was young. All we can do for NOW is
prepare, be sober, pray, watch and wait. “Blessed are all
they that wait on Yahweh” (Isa. 30:18) and “Who can be
against us if Yahweh is for us?” (Rom. 8:31).
“…We should be saved from our enemies, And the hands
of all that hate us.” (Luke 1:71)
The purpose of the Divine Truth Ministries during these
perilous times at the end of this age, and just prior to Almighty Yahweh’s final judgement, is to show hope and
build faith in the hearts of the lost sheep and the elect
alike, who are currently wronged and oppressed under the
present satanic jewish world order.
Would you like more information on our beliefs and
stance on True Christianity and Aryan Unification? Please
visit us at www.divine-truth.org or write us at:

Divine Truth Ministries

PO Box 464
Bainbridge, Ohio 45612.
** NOTICE **

"It is with a heavy heart that we must inform our readers
and fellow patriots behind the wire that "The Soldier's
Path" has been shut down by the person who had formerly operated it. Their mailing service and website are no
more. This leaves the Divine Truth Ministries as the "last
man standing", as it were, when it comes to Christian
Identity prison ministries, a responsibility which we do not
take lightly. Thank you for your continued prayers and
support for this ministry as we continue to seek, find, and
educate the lost sheep of the true House of Israel."

